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Aspen Comics proudly presents their first ever super-hero series, IDOLIZED! Welcome to the mind-bending
new comic book series about a TV show where super-powered teens and 20-somethings are competing for
the ultimate dream-prize: a guaranteed spot in that world's top super-group, The Powered Protectors. The
chance of winning offers fame, fortune, massive endorsement deals and, of course, a chance to actually save
the world. Kids who dream of being worshipped as the next great, iconic hero would be falling all over
themselves to get on - and hopefully even win - the show. Against this backdrop, IDOLIZED is the story of a
girl with fledgling superpowers and a dark past, who seeks revenge, and ultimately finds redemption, over
the course of competing in this televised superhero competition show. It's True Grit meets American
Idol...with capes! Written and created by David Schwartz and featuring stunning artwork by Micah Gunnell
and colorist David Curie. Accompanied by an additional sketchbook section and never before seen designs
and art, make sure to be a part of IDOLIZED!!
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From reader reviews:

Ardith Bobo:

The book Idolized #0 will bring that you the new experience of reading any book. The author style to spell
out the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to see, this book very suitable to you. The book
Idolized #0 is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the e-book from official web site, so you
can quickly to read the book.

Lillian Robbins:

A lot of people always spent their free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them loved ones or
their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or even playing
video games all day long. If you wish to try to find a new activity that's look different you can read some sort
of book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent all day long to
reading a publication. The book Idolized #0 it is quite good to read. There are a lot of individuals who
recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough
space to deliver this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book through
your smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book provides high quality.

Christine Hughes:

Is it you who having spare time and then spend it whole day through watching television programs or just
lying down on the bed? Do you need something new? This Idolized #0 can be the reply, oh how comes? A
book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your free time by reading in this fresh era is common
not a nerd activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?

Kathleen Hernandez:

Some people said that they feel uninterested when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt this when
they get a half portions of the book. You can choose the book Idolized #0 to make your current reading is
interesting. Your skill of reading ability is developing when you such as reading. Try to choose
straightforward book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the opinion about book and looking at
especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to open up a book and examine it. Beside that the e-book
Idolized #0 can to be a newly purchased friend when you're truly feel alone and confuse using what must
you're doing of that time.
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